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Abstract. We present a novel quantum algorithm for solving the unstructured search problem with one
marked element. Our algorithm allows generating quantum circuits that use asymptotically fewer additional
quantum gates than the famous Grover’s algorithm and may be successfully executed on NISQ devices. We
prove that our algorithm is optimal in the total number of elementary gates up to amultiplicative constant. As
many NP-hard problems are not in fact unstructured, we also describe the partial uncompute technique which
exploits the oracle structure and allows a significant reduction in the number of elementary gates required to
find the solution. Combining these results allows us to use asymptotically smaller number of elementary gates
than the Grover’s algorithm in various applications, keeping the number of queries to the oracle essentially
the same. We show how the results can be applied to solve hard combinatorial problems, for example Unique
k-SAT. Additionally, we show how to asymptotically reduce the number of elementary gates required to solve
the unstructured search problem with multiple marked elements.
1. Introduction
In the quantum unstructured search problem the task is to find one marked element out of N elements
corresponding to the computational basis. We want to accomplish that by the least possible number
of queries to a given phase oracle, the only action of which is changing the signs of the coordinates
corresponding to the marked elements. For more details, see preliminaries.
The celebrated Grover’s algorithm [Gro96] is one the main achievements of quantum computing. It
locates a marked element using only O(
√
N) queries to the oracle and O(
√
N logN) additional (i.e. non-
oracle) elementary gates. Grover’s result has been used extensively as a subroutine in many quantum
algorithms, for examples see [BHT98, DHHM06, DH96]. We show how to reduce the average number
of additional gates per oracle query while keeping the number of oracle queries essentially optimal. We
also prove that our algorithm is optimal up to a multiplicative constant.
1.1. Prior work. Since the invention of the Grover’s algorithm, there were several attempts to improve
it further. In [Gro02] the author improves the number of non-oracle quantum gates. Using a simple
pattern of small diffusion operators the following result is obtained.
Theorem 1 ([Gro02]). For every α > 2 and any sufficiently large N there exists a quantum algorithm that finds
the unique marked element amongN with probability tending to 1, using fewer than π
4
√
N
(
1
1−(log2N)
1−α
)
oracle
queries and no more than 9
8
πα
√
N log2 log2N non-oracle gates.
Later, in [ADW15] the authors reduce the number of non-oracle gates even further.
Theorem 2 ([ADW15]). For any integer r > 0 and sufficiently largeN of the formN = 2n, there exist a quantum
algorithm that finds the unique marked element among N with probability 1, using (π
4
+ o(1))
√
N queries and
O(
√
N logrN) gates. For every ε > 0 and sufficiently large N of the form N = 2n, there exist a quantum
algorithm that finds the unique marked element among N with probability 1, using π
4
√
N(1+ ε) queries and
O
(√
N log(log∗N)
)
gates.
In the samepaper, the authors raise questions regarding removing log(log∗N) factor ingate complexity,
whichweanswer in the affirmative inTheorem3, anddealingwithoracleswhichmarkmultiple elements.
Note that both results assume that the given oracle marks only a single element.
The concept of benefits arising from the use of local diffusion operators has been studied in other
papers, e.g. [ZK20].
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1.2. Our results. We present an algorithm which uses only O(
√
N) non-oracle gates while making only
O(
√
N) oracle queries. Additionally, to remedy the objections against optimizing the average number of
additional elementary gates per oracle query mentioned in [ADW15], we introduce the concept of partial
uncompute — a technique that achieves asymptotical improvement in the total number of elementary
gates in many combinatorial problems, such as Unique k-SAT. The high-level idea of the technique is to
utilize the structure of the given oracle and store some intermediate information on ancilla qubits when
implementing the oracle. If between two consecutive oracle queries we applied elementary gates only
on a small number of qubits, we expect that the most of intermediate information has not changed at all.
Leveraging this phenomenon, we can reduce the asymptotic number of gates needed to implement the
circuit.
In the Grover’s algorithm the diffusion operator is applied on O(logN) qubits, so we cannot benefit
from partial uncompute. We need to have an algorithm which on average affects only a small subset
of qubits between consecutive oracle queries. To handle this problem we introduce an algorithm for
generating quantum circuits which drastically reduce the average number of additional gates. The
algorithm can be used to generate circuits which work for any number of qubits and can be potentially
implemented onNISQdevices. Moreover, the algorithm improves on the results of [Gro02] and [ADW15]
and can be summarized as follows.
Theorem 3. Fix any ε > 0, and any N ∈ N of the form N = 2n. Suppose we are given a quantum oracle O
operating on n qubits that marks exactly one element. Then there exists a quantum circuit A which uses the oracle
O at most (1+ ε)π
4
√
N times and uses at most O
(
log(1/ε)
√
N
)
non-oracle basic gates, which finds the element
marked by O with certainty.
Note that any quantum algorithm tackling this problem must perform at least π
4
√
N oracle calls,
see [Zal99]. The algorithm A can be, in broad strokes, explained as follows. We build a quantum circuit
recursively according to some simple rules. The resulting circuit concentrates enough amplitude in the
marked element. After that, we apply Amplitude Amplification [BHMT02] to it. The main idea in A is
to explore small diffusion operators (diffusion operators applied on a small subset of qubits). They are
obviously easier to implement than large ones and require fewer elementary gates. Moreover, if they are
applied wisely, they can be extremely efficient in concentrating amplitude in the marked element.
If we combile the partial uncompute technique with the Theorem 3 to solve a Unique k-SAT problem,
we get the following corollary.
Corollary 4. Consider the the Unique k-SAT problem with n variables and m clauses. There exists a
quantum circuit that usesO(m log(m)2n/2/n) total (oracle and non–oracle) gates and solves the problem
with certainty.
It worth mentioning that it is a slight improvement over the naïve application of Grover’s algorithm to
solve the Unique k-SATproblem, because Grover’s algorithm requiresO((n+m) ·2n/2) elementary gates
to solve the problem with certainty.
By result of [Zal99], the optimal number of queries to the oracle required for the solving unstructured
search problemwith certainty is π
4
√
N. We show that the trade-off between the number of oracle queries
and non-oracle gates from Theorem 3 is essentially optimal.
Corollary 5. There exists a number δ > 0 such that any ε > 0 and a quantum circuit A that uses at most
δ log(1/ε)
√
N non-oracle gates and finds the element marked byOwith certainty. Then A uses the oracle
O at least (1+ ε)π
4
√
N times.
Last but not least, following approach of [VV85], we asymptotically reduce the overhead incurred
when reducing the unstructured search problem with multiple marked elements to the unstructured
search problem with exactly one marked element. We modify the oracle in a classical randomised way
so that the modified oracle marks exactly one element with constant probability. This is achieved by
randomly choosing an affine hash function which forbids some elements to be marked. If the number
of marked elements K is known in advance, we will sample a hash function from such a set so that the
expected number of marked elements after combining the oracle with the function is equal to one. We
formulate this result as the following theorem.
Theorem 6. LetN ∈ N be of the formN = 2n. Assume that we are given a phase oracleO that marks K elements,
and we know the number k given by k = 1+ ⌈log2 K⌉. Then one can find an element marked byOwith probability
at least 1
16
, using at most O
(√
N
K
)
oracle queries and at most O
(
logK
√
N
K
)
non–oracle basic gates.
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What is more: we can extend this approach to the case when the number of marked elements is
unknown by trying different values of K and applying the same algorithm. This can be done in such a
way that the number of oracle queries and the average number of additional elementary gates per oracle
query are asymptotically the same as in case of known K.
1.3. Further remarks. While our results describe asymptotic behaviour, the techniques used to achieve
them are quite practical. As described in [BTHJ20], they may be applicable for achieving the improve-
ments in implementations of unstructured search on existing andnear futureNISQdevices. The previous
implementations of unstructured search beyond spaces spanned by 3-qubits were unsuccessful [MOJ18],
perhaps techniques described here can allow searching larger spaces on current hardware.
Organisation. In section 2 we briefly discuss the computational model and notation used throughout this
paper. In section 3 we describe our main algorithm of constructing quantum circuits. Next, in section 4
we prove that our algorithm is essentially optimal in the number of additional elementary gates. Later,
in section 5 we introduce the partial uncompute technique and show an example application to a hard
combinatorial problem. Finally, in section 6 we proceed to reduce the unstructured search problem with
multiple marked elements to the unstructured search problem with one marked element.
2. Preliminaries
In the unstructured search problem we are given a function f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1} for some n ∈ N and we
wish to find x ∈ {0, 1}n such that f(x) = 1. We will call such x marked. The function can be evaluated at
N points in total, where N = 2n, and the goal is to find a marked element whilst minimising the total
number of evaluations of f. In the quantum version of the problem the function f is given as a phase oracle
O, i.e. a unitary transformation given by O|x〉 = (−1)f(x)|x〉 for every computational basis vector |x〉.
We still want to query O the least possible number of times to find a marked element. Sometimes this
problem is called the database search problem. We use the standard gatemodel of quantum computations.
We assume that we operate on the universal set of quantum gates consisting of CNOT and arbitrary
one qubit gates. We will refer to these gates as basic gates. We note that this gate set can simulate any
other universal gate set with bounded gate size with at most constant overhead, the details can be found
in [NC02].
Given a positive integer k, the uniform superposition state on k qubits, denoted |uk〉, is defined as
|uk〉 = 12k/2
∑
b∈{0,1}k |b〉. We extend this definition to the special case of k = 0 by setting |u0〉 = 1. A
useful identity which we will use throughout the derivations to come is |ua〉|ub〉 = |ua+b〉 for a, b ∈ N.
The mixing operator of size k (alternatively also called the diffusion operator, or simply the diffusor),
denotedGk, is defined asGk = 2|uk〉〈uk|− Idk, where Idk is the identity matrix of size 2k. From [NC02]
we know that we can implement Gk using O(k) basic gates.
To prove optimality of our results and to define the partial uncompute technique we consider what
happens when operators do not act on some subset of qubits. Intuitively, it means that we do not need
to use these qubits when implementing this operator using basic gates. We say that a unitary matrix A
operating on n qubits (here denoted {q1, . . . , qn}) does not act on the qubit qi if
A = SWAP(qi, qn)(A
′ ⊗ Id1)SWAP(qi, qn)
where A ′ is some unitary matrix operating on n − 1 qubits, and SWAP(a, b) =
CNOT(a, b)CNOT(b, a)CNOT(a, b). Otherwise we say that A acts on qubit qi. We say that opera-
tor A may act on qubits qi1 , . . . , qim if it does not act on qubits {q1, . . . , qn} \ {qi1 , qi2 , . . . , qim }
In the proof of Theorem 3 we will need the following result from [BHMT02], which we will refer to as
Amplitude Amplification.
Theorem 7 ([BHMT02], p.7 Theorem 2). Let A be any quantum algorithm operating on n qubits that uses
no measurements, and let f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1} be any boolean function with a corresponding phase oracle O. Let
a be the probability that measuring A|00 . . . 0〉 yields |t〉 such that f(t) = 1, and assume that a ∈ (0, 1). Let
θ ∈ (0, π/2) be such that (sin θ)2 = a, and let s = ⌊ π
4θ
⌋
. Then measuring
(
−AF0A
†O
)s
A|00 . . . 0〉 yields |t〉
such that f(t) = 1 with probability at least max{1− a, a}, where
F0|t〉 =
{
|t〉, if t 6= 0
−|t〉, if t = 0.
Note that this result requires us to know the value of a precisely. However, this is not a problem for
us, as we shall later see.
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There is a simple corollary one can obtain from the proof of Theorem 7 (it is noted as Theorem 4
in [BHMT02], however the authors do not make the constants explicit in their formulation). The precise
formula one gets for the probability of success when measuring
(
−AF0A
†
)m
A|00 . . . 0〉 is in fact equal to
sin2((2m + 1)θ). If it were to happen that r = π/(4θ) − 1/2was an integer, then we could simply set the
number of iterations to r and obtain a solution with certainty. Now it remains to note that we can easily
modifyA to lower θ slightly so that the new value of r is indeed an integer. It is important for our results
that the number of iterations is in fact bounded by
⌊
π
4θ
⌋
+ 1, which is formulated as the theorem below.
Theorem 8 ([BHMT02], Theorem 4 restated). Let A be any quantum algorithm operating on n qubits that
uses no measurements, and let f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1} be any boolean function. Let a be the probability that measuring
A|00 . . . 0〉 yields |t〉 such that f(t) = 1, and assume that a ∈ (0, 1). Let θ ∈ (0, π/2) be such that (sinθ)2 = a.
Then there exists a quantum algorithm that usesA andA† atmost
⌊
π
4θ
⌋
+2 times each, which uponmeasurement
yields |t〉 such that f(t) = 1 with certainty.
3. Structure of theWm circuit
Definition 9. Let k = (k1, . . . , km) be a sequence of positive integers and let n :=
∑m
j=1 kj. Given a
quantum oracle O, for j ∈ {0, . . . ,m} we define the circuitWj recursively as follows:
Wj =
{
Idn if j = 0
Wj−1 ·
(
Idk1+···+kj−1 ⊗Gkj ⊗ Idkj+1+···+km
) ·W†j−1 ·O ·Wj−1 if j 6= 0.
For an example of how the circuits Wm look like see Figs. 1 and 2. Observe that the circuit Wm
uses the oracle O exactly (3m − 1)/2 times. Moreover, as the mixing operator Gk can be implemented
using O(k) basic quantum gates, for a given k, one can implement Wm for these diffusor sizes using
O
(∑m
j=1 kj3
m−j
)
basic quantum gates, not including the gates necessary for the implementation of the
oracle.
q1
O
G4
O
G4
O O
G4
q2
q3
q4
q5
G3q6
q7
Figure 1. W2 for k = (4, 3)
s
Wj−1 O W
†
j−1
Wj−1kj Gkj
t
Figure 2. Graphical representation of the Wj circuit. Note that the oracle in Wj−1
manipulates all of the qubits, however no other gate does so. In this picture s =
k1 + · · ·+ kj−1 and t = kj+1 + · · · + km.
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3.1. Obtaining the recurrence for amplitude in the target. In this subsection we aim to derive a recur-
rence formula that will allow us to compute the amplitude our circuit Wm concentrates in the unique
marked state. We assumewe are given a phase oracleO operating on n, thatmarks a single state denoted
target. We have also fixed a vector of positive integers k = (k1, . . . , km), such that k1+ · · ·+km = n. For
the duration of this section, we introduce the following notational conveniences. We split the marked
state |target〉 according to k as
|target〉 = |target1〉|target2〉 . . . |targetm〉
where target1 consists of bits of target numbered 1 to k1, target2 of the bits numbered k1 + 1 to k1 + k2
etc. Moreover, for given i, jwe define the following product
|target
j
i〉 = |targeti〉|targeti+1〉 . . . |targetj〉.
If the interval [i, j] happens to be empty, we understand |targetji〉 to be the scalar 1. To shorten the
derivations about to follow, we will also use these shorthands∣∣targetj〉 = 1
2kj/2
∑
b∈{0,1}kj
b6=targetj
|b〉,
|uj1〉 = |us〉
where s = k1+ · · ·+kj with the additional convention that |u01〉 = 1. Observe that we have the equations
|ukj〉 =
∣∣targetj〉+ 2−kj/2|targetj〉 and 〈targetj |targetj〉 = 0.
We begin by introducing two simple lemmas.
Lemma 10. Fix anym ∈ N+, and any k = (k1, . . . , km) ∈ Nm+ , and let n =
∑m
j=1 kj. Assume that we are given
a phase oracle O that operates on n qubits and marks a single vector of the standard computational basis denoted
target. Then for any j ∈ {0, . . . ,m − 1}, and any vector |φ〉 ∈ (C2)⊗t (where t = kj+1 + · · · + km) such that
〈φ| targetmj+1〉 = 0 we have
Wj
(
|u
j
1〉|φ〉
)
= |u
j
1〉|φ〉.
Proof. Observe, that as 〈φ| targetmj+1〉 = 0 the vector |us〉|φ〉 is an eigenvector of the operator O with
eigenvalue 1. Thus the lemma’s assertion will be proved, if we show that it is also an eigenvector (with
eigenvalue 1) of eachdiffusion operator that appears inWj, that is (Ida⊗Gb ⊗ Idn−b−a)|uj1〉|φ〉 = |uj1〉|φ〉
whenever a+ b 6 k1 + k2 + · · · + kj, which we quickly verify by the direct calculation below.
(Ida⊗Gb ⊗ Idn−b−a)
(
|u
j
1〉|φ〉
)
= (Ida⊗Gb ⊗ Idn−b−a)
(
|ua〉|ub〉|uk1+···+kj−a−b〉|φ〉
)
= (Ida|ua〉)(Gb|ub〉)
(
Idn−b−a|uk1+···+kj−b−a〉|φ〉
)
= |ua〉|ub〉|uk1+···+kj−b−a〉|φ〉 = |uj1〉|φ〉

Lemma 11. Fix anym ∈ N+, and any k = (k1, . . . , km) ∈ Nm+ , and let n =
∑m
j=1 kj. Assume that we are given
a phase oracle O that operates on n qubits and marks a single vector of the standard computational basis denoted
target. Then for any j ∈ {1, . . . ,m} we have
Wj−1
(
Ids−kj ⊗Gkj ⊗ Idn−s
)
W
†
j−1|target〉 =
(
2
2kj
− 1
)
|target〉+ |ϑ〉
where s = k1 + · · ·+ kj, and |ϑ〉 is some state orthogonal to |target〉.
Proof. Observe that each diffusion operator in Wj−1 (and thus also in W
†
j−1) operates on the qubits
numbered {1, . . . , k1 + · · ·+ kj−1}, thus there exists a vector |η〉 ∈
(
C2
)⊗(k1+···+kj−1) such that
W
†
j−1|target〉 = |η〉|targetmj 〉.
Equipped with this observation, we proceed to directly compute the desired result
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Wj−1
(
Ids−kj ⊗Gkj ⊗ Idn−s
)
W†j−1|target〉 =Wj−1
(
Ids−kj ⊗Gkj ⊗ Idn−s
)
|η〉|targetmj 〉
=Wj−1
(
Ids−kj ⊗Gkj ⊗ Idn−s
)
|η〉|targetj〉|targetmj+1〉
=Wj−1
(
|η〉(Gkj |targetj〉)|targetmj+1〉)
=Wj−1
(
|η〉
(
2
2kj/2
|ukj〉− |targetj〉
)
|targetmj+1〉
)
=Wj−1
((
2
2kj
− 1
)
|η〉|targetmj 〉+
2
2kj/2
|η〉∣∣targetj〉|targetmj+1〉)
=
(
2
2kj
− 1
)
|target〉+ |ϑ〉
and observe that |ϑ〉 is orthogonal to |target〉, as their respective preimages underWj−1 were orthogonal.

Lemma 12. Fix anym ∈ N+, and any k = (k1, . . . , km) ∈ Nm+ , and let n =
∑m
j=1 kj. Assume that we are given
a phase oracle O that operates on n qubits and marks a single vector of the standard computational basis denoted
target. Define the numbers
αj = 〈target|
(
Wj|u
j
1〉|targetmj+1〉
)
for j ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,m}. Then αj satisfy the recurrence
αj =
{
1, if j = 0
2−kj/2
(
3− 4 · 2−kj)αj−1, if j > 0.
Proof. Clearly α0 = 1 giving the base case. Now, let us assume that j > 0, and we will proceed to
compute αj by expanding the circuit Wj according to Definition 9. To maintain legibility we will split
this computation into several steps. Let us define the intermediate states |w1〉, . . . , |w5〉 by the following
equations
|w1〉 = Wj−1
(
|uj1〉|targetmj+1〉
)
|w2〉 = O|w1〉
|w3〉 = W†j−1|w2〉
|w4〉 =
(
Ids−kj ⊗Gkj ⊗ Idn−s
)
|w3〉
|w5〉 = Wj−1|w4〉
where s = k1 + · · · + kj.
|w1〉 =Wj−1
(
|u
j
1〉|targetmj+1〉
)
= Wj−1
(
1
2kj/2
|u
j−1
1 〉|targetmj 〉+ |uj−11 〉
∣∣targetj〉|targetmj+1〉)
=
1
2kj/2
Wj−1|u
j−1
1 〉|targetmj 〉+ |uj−11 〉
∣∣targetj〉|targetmj+1〉(1)
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Where in eq. (1) we relied on Lemma 10. Plugging this equation into the definition of |w2〉 we obtain
|w2〉 = O
(
1
2kj/2
Wj−1|u
j−1
1 〉|targetmj 〉+ |uj−11 〉
∣∣targetj〉|targetmj+1〉)
=
1
2kj/2
Wj−1|u
j−1
1 〉|targetmj 〉−
2
2kj/2
αj−1|target〉+ |uj−11 〉
∣∣targetj〉|targetmj+1〉
|w3〉 =W†j−1
(
1
2kj/2
Wj−1|u
j−1
1 〉|targetmj 〉−
2
2kj/2
αj−1|target〉+ |uj−11 〉
∣∣targetj〉|targetmj+1〉)
=
1
2kj/2
|uj−11 〉|targetmj 〉−
2
2kj/2
αj−1W
†
j−1|target〉+ |uj−11 〉
∣∣targetj〉|targetmj+1〉
= |u
j
1〉|targetmj+1〉−
2
2kj/2
αj−1W
†
j−1|target〉
|w4〉 = Ids−kj ⊗Gkj ⊗ Idn−s
(
|uj1〉|targetmj+1〉−
2
2kj/2
αj−1W
†
j−1|target〉
)
= |uj1〉|targetmj+1〉−
2
2kj/2
αj−1
(
Ids−kj ⊗Gkj ⊗ Idn−s
)
W†j−1|target〉
|w5〉 =Wj−1
(
|uj1〉|targetmj+1〉−
2
2kj/2
αj−1
(
Ids−kj ⊗Gkj ⊗ Idn−s
)
W
†
j−1|target〉
)
=
1
2kj/2
Wj−1|u
j−1
1 〉|targetmj 〉+ |uj−11 〉
∣∣targetj〉|targetmj+1〉
−
2
2kj/2
αj−1Wj−1
(
Ids−kj ⊗Gkj ⊗ Idn−s
)
W
†
j−1|target〉
=
1
2kj/2
Wj−1|u
j−1
1 〉|targetmj 〉+ |uj−11 〉
∣∣targetj〉|targetmj+1〉− 22kj/2αj−1
((
2
2kj
− 1
)
|target〉+ |ϑ〉
)
(2)
Note that in eq. (2) we applied Lemma 11, and recall that |ϑ〉 is some state orthogonal to the marked state.
Equipped with eq. (2), we may finally compute αj as
αj = 〈target |w5〉 = 1
2kj/2
〈target|
(
Wj−1|u
j−1
1 〉|targetmj 〉+ 2αj−1
(
1−
2
2kj
)
|target〉
)
=
1
2kj/2
(
αj−1 + 2αj−1
(
1−
2
2kj
))
=
1
2kj/2
(
3− 4 · 2−kj)αj−1.

3.2. Proof of Theorem 3.
Proof of Theorem 3. It clearly suffices to prove the theorem under assumption that ε is small enough, let
us assume that is indeed the case.
Let k = (k1, . . . , km) be some sequence of positive integers to be determined later, such that
∑m
j=1 kj =
n. We will use the circuit Wm with these diffusor sizes, and utilise Theorem 8 on top of this circuit.
To estimate the number of iterations made by Amplitude Amplification, we need a precise formula for
amplitude in themarked state that the circuitWmH
⊗n (theWalsh-Hadamard transform is only necessary
because we assumed our circuit to be fed the state |un〉, while Amplitude Amplification assumes that
the state |00 . . . 0〉 is the one we work with) yields — denoted αm. To this end we use the recurrence we
have obtained in Lemma 12, to which we can provide a solution as a product1
(3) αm =
m∏
j=1
(
2−kj/2
(
3− 4 · 2−kj)) = 2−n/2 m∏
j=1
(
3− 4 · 2−kj) = 2−n/2 · 3m m∏
j=1
(
1−
4
3
· 2−kj
)
.
Let us now consider the case of particular choice of k, namely kj = (x+ 1)j, where x ∈ N+ is some fixed
constant. We will for now assume, for the sake of simplicity, that the number of qubits n is precisely
equal to (x+ 1)+ 2(x+ 1)+ · · ·+m(x+ 1) = (x+ 1)m(m+ 1)/2. We will later argue that this assumption
is not necessary. Thus we can lower bound the product in αm as follows:
m∏
j=1
(
1−
4
3
· 2−(x+1)j
)
>
m∏
j=1
(
1− 2−xj
)
>
∞∏
j=1
(
1− 2−xj
)
.
1It is interesting to note, that setting each kj = 2 yieldsαm = 1 in which case Amplitude Amplification is not necessary, thus
giving a simple algorithm solving the unstructured search problem with each diffusor size bounded by a constant. However, the
number of oracle queries it makes isO(3n/2).
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We recall the beautiful identity due to Euler [Eul83], which relates the infinite product on right hand
side with pentagonal numbers
∞∏
j=1
(
1− zj
)
= 1+
∞∑
j=1
(−1)
j
(
z(3j−1)j/2 + z(3j+1)j/2
)
which we use to lower bound the product for z ∈ [0, 1) as
∞∏
j=1
(
1− zj
)
> 1− z − z2
by grouping latter terms in the series in consecutive pairs and observing that each such pair has a positive
sum. This gives us the inequality
(4) αm > 2
−n/2 · 3m · (1− 2−x − 2−2x).
Using Theorem 8, we need at most ⌊
π
4θm
⌋
+ 2
applications of our circuitWm and its conjugate, where θm = arcsinαm. Using the standard inequality
for z ∈ (0, 1]
sin z 6 z
which we can restate as
(5)
1
arcsin z
6
1
z
.
Inequalities 4 and 5 together imply that the number of applications of Wm and W
†
m in Amplitude
Amplification is bounded by
π
4
· 1
1− 2−x − 2−2x
· 2n/2 · 3−m + 2.
Observe that eachWm (and thus alsoW
†
m) uses (3m − 1)/2 oracle calls. Thus the total number of oracle
calls is bounded by
π
4
· 1
1− 2−x − 2−2x
· 2n/2 + 2 · 3m − 2
thus, we are only a factor of 1
1−2−x−2−2x
away from optimal number of oracle calls, asm ∈ Θ
(√
n/x
)
so
the additive term is negligible.
Let us count the number of non-oracle gates used by our algorithm. Note that the overhead of Ampli-
tude Amplification is negligible compared to the cost of theWm circuit. EachWm can be implemented
using
O
 m∑
j=1
xj · 3m−j

non-oracle gates, giving us at most
O
 m∑
j=1
xj · 3m−j
2n/2 · 3−m
 = O
x · 2n/2 · m∑
j=1
j3−j
 = O(x · 2n/2)
non-oracle gates used by the entire algorithm. Now setting x ∈ Θ(log(ε−1)) concludes the proof in this
special case.
Nowwebriefly explainhow todealwith arbitrarynumber of qubits. Wewish toget a suitable sequence
k for a specific positive integers x and n. We do it as follows: letm = max{k :
∑
j6k(x + 1)j 6 n}, and
define for j ∈ {1, . . . ,m}
kj =
{
(x+ 1)j if j < m
n−
∑
k<m(x + 1)k if j =m.
By the choice of m, we easily get that km ∈ [(x + 1)m, 3(x + 1)m). Observe that the number of gates
necessary to implement Wm goes up by a factor of at most 3, thus that part of the calculation does not
change. Next, observe that in eq. (3), the final expression is monotonely increasing in kj, thus our lower
bound in inequality 4 still holds. Thus, further analysis also does not change, concluding the proof. 
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Remark 13. The above analysis couldbe generalised to the settingof underlying space beingdecomposable
into a tensor product as
H1 ⊗H2 ⊗ · · · ⊗Hm
where of course the time complexity of the algorithm will depend on the relative dimensions of Hj.
However, this would not improve the proof’s clarity, and does not really provide a significantly wider
scope of applications, so we refrain from including it.
4. Optimality
In this section we show the following lower bound for the number of oracle queries.
Theorem 14. Fix p ∈ (0, 1), n ∈ N andN = 2n. Let T = T(N,p) be the number of oracle queries in the optimal
search algorithm that is needed to find the marked element with probability at least p. There exists a constant
C > 0, that possibly depends on p but does not depend on N, such that for any η > 0 and any algorithm A that
uses at most ηT additional elementary gates for finding marked element with probability p needs to query oracle at
least
⌊
T +
√
N/2Cη
⌋
times.
As a byproduct we reprove the Zalka’s estimation from [Zal99] (Corollary 22) and at the end of the
section we shortly explain how the above theorem implies Corollary 5.
Let m > n be the number of qubits which we use. Assume that we have at our disposal a phase
oracle Oy operating on n qubits with the one marked element y. Any quantum algorithm that solves
unstructured search problem has the following form: we start with some initial quantum state |s〉 and
apply the alternating sequence of oracle queries Oy and unitary operators U1, . . . , UR (each of which
acts onm qubits). Thus as a result we get a state
|t〉 = UROyUR−1Oy . . . U1Oy|s〉.
It is convenient to investigate the algorithm’s behaviour for all possible y ∈ {0, 1}n simultaneously.
For this purpose we consider the following sphere and its subset. Let
S =
{
z ∈ ((C2)⊗m)N : |z| = √N}
and
S^ = {(z1, . . . , zn) ∈ S : z1 = . . . = zn}.
Let yj for j ∈ {1, . . . , N} be a sequence of all elements of {0, 1}n. We use the followings two actions of
unitary group on the sphere S. For U ∈ U(2m) and z in Swe put:
Uz = (Uz1, Uz2, . . . , UzN)
and
OUz = (UO
y1z1, UO
y2z2, . . . , UO
yNzN).
By straightforward calculations we get the following observation.
Observation 15. For z in S^ we have
|OUz −Uz| = 2.
We consider the following sequences of points on the sphere S.
s0 = (|s〉, . . . , |s〉) and si = OUR . . .OUi+1Ui . . . U1s0.
Let us recall the inequality proved in [BBHT98] (see also [Zal99]) which are crucial for our considerations.
Lemma 16. If the algorithm finds marked element with probability at least p then
(6) |sR − s0|
2 > h(p),
where h is a function given by the formula
h(p) = 2N − 2
√
N
√
p− 2
√
N
√
N − 1
√
1− p.
The advantage of working on the sphere is that the distance between points on the sphere S is
connected with the angle between them. For a, b ∈ S let ϕa,b be the angle between them i.e.
ϕa,b = 2 arcsin
(
|a− b|
2
√
N
)
∈ [0, π].
Put
α = 2 arcsin
(
1/
√
N
)
.
Now let us consider distances between elements of sequence si.
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Observation 17. For i ∈ {0, . . . , R− 1} we have
|si − si+1| = 2 and ϕsisi+1 = α.
Proof. By Observation 15 we have
|si − si+1| = |OUz−Uz| = 2,
where U = Ui+1 and z = Ui . . .U1s0. 
Observation 18. The following inequality holds
ϕs0sR 6 Rα.
Proof. The Observation holds by the previous Observation and the triangle inequality. 
If we look at Grover’s algorithm we can notice the following facts.
Observation 19. In case of Grover’s algorithm we have the equality in (6) for R 6 (π
α
− 1)/2.
Observation 20. In case of Grover’s algorithm all points s0, . . . , sP lie on the great circle of the sphere S.
Lemma 21. For a given R 6 (2π
α
− 1)/2 the expression |sR − s0| is maximised by Grover’s algorithm.
Proof. Since in the case of Grover’s algorithm points s0, . . . , sR lie on the great circle we get ϕs0sR = Rα
and thus the distance between s0 and sR is maximised. 
Let us here recall the result of Zalka. By above Lemma, Observation 19 and Lemma 16 we get the
following.
Corollary 22 (Zalka’s lower bound for search algorithm). Let R 6 (2π
α
−1)/2. The Grover’s algorithm that
makes R oracle queries gives maximal probability of measuring marked element among all quantum
circuits that solve unstructured quantum search problem using at most R queries.
Note that for largeN the number π
2α
is close to π
4
√
N.
Now let us see what happens after two steps of the algorithm. Put dK = 16(K − 1)/K for K > 1.
Observation 23. If z ∈ S^, then |OIdOUz−Uz|2 6 dN. In particular for i ∈ {0, . . . , R− 2} we have
|si − si+2|
2 6 dN.
Proof. It is the direct consequence of Observation 18 for R = 2. 
The key observation for our lower bound is better estimation for unitary operators that act on bounded
number of qubits. From this point of view we consider that each oracle query can be performed on
arbitrary qubits in arbitrary order (or we can think that we just add SWAP gates). To stress this we use
here the symbols O and O ′ for oracle operators.
Lemma 24. Let z = (|z〉, . . . , |z〉) ∈ S^. IfU acts at most on k qubits, then |O ′IdOUz−Uz|2 6 dK2 where K = 2k.
Proof. Let AU be the set of k qubits on which U acts. Oracle O acts on qubits Q1, . . . , Qn and O
′ on
Q ′1, . . . , Q
′
n (here of course the order of qubits is important). We can choose a set of indices J = {j1, . . . , ja}
such that a 6 2k and forQ ∈ AU ifO acts onQ thenQ ∈ {Qj1 , . . . , Qja } and similarly ifQ ∈ {Q ′1, . . . , Q ′n}
then Q ∈ {Q ′j1 , . . . , Q ′ja }. Without loss of generality we can assume that J = {n+ 1− a, . . . , n}. Put
B = AU ∪ {Qn+1−a, . . . , Qn} ∪ {Q ′n+1−a, . . . , Q ′n}.
Let B′ be a set of others qubits and we assume that it is prefix of the set of all qubits.
Let us fix for a moment y = (y1, . . . , yn). Let q = (y1, . . . , yn−a) ∈ {0, 1}n−a and r =
(yn−a+1, . . . , yn) ∈ {0, 1}a. Sometimes we write qr in place of y. We can write |z〉 as:
|z〉 =
∑
|x〉∈B′
αx|x〉|Sx〉,
whereB ′ is a computational basis in the space related to qubits from B′, αx are complex numbers and
|Sx〉 are states in the space related to qubits in B. It is clear that∑
|x〉∈B′
|αx|
2 = 1.
We group elements of B ′ into four disjoint sets. Let Bq1 be the set of all |x〉 that agree with pj on qubits
Qj and Q
′
j for all j 6 n − a. Let B
q
2 (respectively B
q
3 ) be the set of all |x〉 that agree with pj on qubits
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Qj (respectively Q
′
j) for all j 6 n − a but differes on at least one qubit Q
′
j (respectively Qj) for some
j 6 n− a. And finally we put Bq4 = B
′ \
(
B
q
1 ∪Bq2 ∪Bq3
)
. Now we have
|z〉 =
4∑
i=1
|zqi 〉
where
|z
q
i 〉 =
∑
|x〉∈Bqi
αx|x〉|Sx〉.
We have
U|z
q
i 〉 =
∑
|x〉∈Bqi
αx|x〉U|Sx〉,
O ′yUOy|zq1 〉 =
∑
|x〉∈Bq1
αx|x〉O ′rUOr|Sx〉
O ′yUOy|z
q
2 〉 =
∑
|x〉∈Bq2
αx|x〉UOr|Sx〉
O ′yUOy|zq3 〉 =
∑
|x〉∈Bq3
αx|x〉O ′rU|Sx〉
O ′yUOy|zq1 〉 = U|zq1 〉
where Or (and respectivelyO ′r) are oracles on a qubits that mark element of the computational basis if
for k > n− a on Qk (respectively on Q
′
k) this element is pk. We get
|O ′yUOy|z〉−U|z〉|2 =
∑
|x〉∈Bq1
|αx|
2|(U−O ′rUOr)|Sx〉|2+
∑
|x〉∈Bq2
|αx|
2|(1−Or)|Sx〉|2+
∑
|x〉∈Bq3
|αx|
2|(1−O ′r)U|Sx〉|2
Now we are ready to sum up above expression with respect to r. For fixed qwe get∑
r
|O ′qrUOqr|z〉−U|z〉|2
=
∑
|x〉∈Bq1
|αx|
2|
∑
r
(O ′rUOr −U)|Sx〉|2 + 4
∑
|x〉∈Bq2
|αx|
2 + 4
∑
|x〉∈Bq3
|αx|
2
6 d2a
∑
|x〉∈Bq1
|αx|
2 + 4
∑
|x〉∈Bq2∪B
q
3
|αx|
2
6 dK2/2
 ∑
|x〉∈Bq1∪B
q
2
|αx|
2 +
∑
|x〉∈Bq1∪B
q
3
|αx|
2
 .
The inequality in third line holds by applying Observation 23 in case of R = 2k.
The next step is to estimate the sum above with respect to q. We have
|z〉 =
∑
q
∑
|x〉∈Bq1∪B
q
2
αx|x〉|Sx〉 =
∑
q
∑
|x〉∈Bq1∪B
q
3
αx|x〉|Sx〉
and thus ∑
q
∑
|x〉∈Bq1∪B
q
2
|αx|
2 =
∑
q
∑
|x〉∈Bq1∪B
q
3
|αx|
2 = 1.
Finally we can conclude
|O ′IdOUz −Uz|
2 =
∑
y
|O ′yUOy|z〉−U|z〉|2 =
∑
q
∑
r
|O ′qrUOqr|z〉−U|z〉|2 6 dK2 .

proof of Theorem 14 . By Observation 18 and Lemma 24 for i ∈ {0, . . . , R− 2} we have
ϕsisi+2 6 2α
and if Ui+1 acts on k 6 n/4 qubits
ϕsisi+2 6 arcsin
(
(4− (dN − dK2))/
√
N
)
6 α
(
2−
D
K2
)
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where the constant D (as well as constants D ′ and D ′′ below) does not depend on N and K. From the
triangle inequality we can estimate:
ϕsRs0 6 α +
∑
t∈{l∈N:2l+26R}
ϕs2t,s2t+2 .
We can choose k (proportional to η) such that at least half of operators U2t+1 act at most on k qubits
and now we have
ϕsRs0 6 (R+ 1)α −
D ′R
K2
α 6 αR(1− 2−D
′′η) + α.
On the other hand by Lemma 16 and Observation 19 we have
ϕsRs0 > (T − 1)α
and thus
R > T − 2+ 2−D
′′η/α.
Let us choose N0 such that 2
−D′′η/α > 3. There is constant C > 0 such that
√
N/2Cη 6 2−D
′′η/α forN > N0
and √
N/2Cη < 1 forN < N0.
Since R > T the theorem holds with such C. 
proof of Corollary 5. One can see that any algorithm needs more than π
4
√
N − 1 steps to find the marked
element with certainty (compare Corollary 22). Using Theorem 14 we get the result for δ = 1/C and for
n large enough. If necessary, we may decrease δ so that δ log(1/ε)
√
N < 1 for smaller values of n. 
Remark 25. Note that we do not allow measurements before the end of the algorithm. It is not clear for
authors how measurements performed inside circuit can reduce the expected number of oracle queries,
in particular how Zalka’s results about optimality of Grover’s algorithm translate to this more general
class of quantum algorithms with the measurements during the algorithm. Example of measurements
speeding up quantum procedures can be found in section 4 of [BBHT98] or in the last section of this
paper.
5. Partial uncompute
5.1. Motivation and intuition. The motivation for this section comes from the fact that many phase
oracles mimic parallel classical computation by the following pattern of operations.
(1) We perform a long series of operations that do not alter the original n qubits (or alter them
temporarily), but modify some number of ancilla qubits that were initially zero, usually by CCX
gates.
(2) We perform a Z gate operation to flip the phase on the interesting states.
(3) We undo all the operations from step (1), not to hinder the amplitude intereference in the
subsequent mixing operators.
Step (3) offers the benefit of being able to reuse the (now cleared) ancilla qubits, but it is not the main
motivation of performing it.
If a mixing operators used only acts on a subset of qubits, maybe not all gates from step (1) interfere
with proper amiplitude interference? It turns out that very often it suffices to undo only a fraction of
gates. We will establish the proper language to express that in section 5.2.
It turns out that the state that allows safe application of the mixing operator is much closer (in the
metric of number of gates) to the state from after step (1) that to the base state with all ancilla qubits
zeroed. Our approach will initially compute all the ancilla qubits, perform all the mixing “close” to this
state, and finally uncompute the ancillas.
Intuitively, we shall follow the following new scheme.
(1) Compute all the ancilla qubits.
(2) For all mixing operators, perform the following.
(a) Perform the phase flip.
(b) Undo the ancilla computation that would interfere with the upcoming mixing operator.
(c) Perform the mixing.
(d) Redo the computation from step 2(b).
(3) Uncompute all the ancilla qubits.
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The last step (2d) and step (3) could be even skipped, if the ancilla computation does not modify the
original qubits. However we are not doing this optimization in the formal approach, as the benefits are
minimal.
Naturally, this is a very imprecise description. Full details are presented in section 5.3.
We are aware that many (if not all) of these operations are performed by modern quantum circuit
optimizers and preprocessors. The aim is to give structure to the process and understand how many
gates are guaranteed to be removed from the circuit.
5.2. Definitions.
Definition 26. We will say that a phase oracle O admits an uncomputable decomposition (Ou, Op) if
O = O
†
u ◦Op ◦Ou. We callOu and Op the uncomputable part and the phase part, respectively.
Remark 27. Naturally, every phase oracleO onn qubits admits a trivial decomposition (Idn, O). However,
in practice, many real-life examples give more interesting decompositions.
Definition 28. Let A1, . . . , Aℓ be a chronologically ordered sequence of unitary matrices corresponding
to the gates in a quantum circuit operating on n qubits (ties being broken arbitrarily). We will define the
fact that Aj depends on qubit qi, i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, by induction on j ∈ {1, . . . , ℓ}.
We say thatAj depends on qi ifAj acts on qi or if there exist i0 ∈ {1, . . . , n} and j0 ∈ {1, . . . , j− 1} such
that the following hold.
• Aj0 depends on qi.
• Aj0 acts on qi0 .
• Aj acts on qi0 .
Definition 29. Let O be a phase oracle on n qubits, ℓ ∈ N, d : {1, . . . , ℓ} −→ P({q1, . . . , qn}), and
U : {1, . . . , ℓ} ∋ j 7−→ Uj ∈ U(n). Assume that Uj is an arbitrary unitary operator acting on the qubit set
d(j), j ∈ {1, . . . , ℓ}. We define a generic oracle circuit V(ℓ, d,U,O) by the following formula (the product is
to be understood as right–to–left operator composition):
V(ℓ, d,U,O) :=
ℓ∏
j=1
(Uj ◦O) .
Remark 30. Observe thatWm from Definition 9 is a generic oracle circuit.
Proof. For j ∈ {1, . . . ,m} put ℓj := (3j − 1)/2 and define dj : {1, . . . , ℓj} 7−→ P({1, . . . , k1 + · · · + kj})
recursively as follows:
dj(i) :=


dj−1(i), 1 6 i 6 ℓj−1,
{k1 + · · · + kj−1 + 1, . . . , k1 + · · ·+ kj}, i = ℓj−1 + 1,
dj−1(2ℓj−1 + 2− i), ℓj−1 + 2 6 i 6 2ℓj−1 + 1,
dj−1(i − 2ℓj−1 − 1), 2ℓj−1 + 2 6 i 6 ℓj.
We then setUj to be themixing operatorG|dm(j)| applied onto the qubits in the set dm(j), j ∈ ℓm. Observe
thatWm = V(ℓm, dm, U,O). 
5.3. Reducing the number of gates.
Theorem 31. Let (Ou, Op) be an uncomputable decomposition of O and let Du, and Dp, be the total number of
gates used inOu, and Op, respectively. LetDs the number of gates withinOu that depend on any of the qubits in
s, s ∈ P({1, . . . , n}).
For a given generic oracle circuit V(ℓ, d,U,O) one can implement an equivalent circuit V˜ that uses a total of
2Du + ℓDp + 2
∑ℓ
j=1Dd(j) gates for oracle queries. This results in no more than the following average number
of gates per oracle query:
Dp + 2
Du
ℓ
+ 2
∑ℓ
j=1Dd(j)
ℓ
.
Proof. LetOs (resp. O˜s) be the in-order composition of all gates inOu that depend (resp. do not depend)
on any of the qubits in s, s ∈ P({1, . . . , n}).
First, let us observe that, for a fixed s ∈ P({1, . . . , n}), every gate in A ∈ Oj commutes with every gate
in O˜s that originally appears later than A, as there are no common qubits that they act on. This implies
that Ou = Os ◦ O˜s, s ∈ P({1, . . . , n}).
Similarly Uj and O˜d(j) commute, as there are no common qubits that they act on, j = 1, . . . , ℓ.
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We now proceed to apply these properties to V(ℓ, d,U,O) in order to obtain V˜ . This will happen in
the following five steps.
(1) Append an identity O†u ◦Ou operation to each factor of V(ℓ, d,U,O), see Fig. 3.
(2) Express Ou (resp. O
†
u) occuring next to Uj as Od(j) ◦ O˜d(j) (resp. O˜†d(j) ◦O†d(j) in the jth factor,
j ∈ {1, . . . , ℓ}, see Fig. 4.
(3) Swap O˜d(j) and Uj in the jth factor, j ∈ {1, . . . , ℓ}, see Fig. 5.
(4) Remove the identity operation O˜†
d(j)
◦ O˜d(j) in the jth factor, j ∈ {1, . . . , ℓ}, see Fig. 6.
(5) Remove the identity operation Ou ◦O†u on the boundary between each two consecutive factors,
see Fig. 7.
d(j)
O
†
u Ou
Uj
O
†
u
Op Ou
{1, . . . ,n} \d(j)
Figure 3. Graphical representation of the jth factor after applying step (1). For simplicity
we assumed that d(j) consists of first |d(j)| qubits.
d(j)
O
†
u Od(j)
Uj
O
†
d(j)
Op Ou
{1, . . . ,n} \d(j) O˜d(j) O˜
†
d(j)
Figure 4. Graphical representation of the jth factor after applying step (2). For simplicity
we assumed that d(j) consists of first |d(j)| qubits.
d(j)
O
†
u Od(j)
Uj
O
†
d(j)
Op Ou
{1, . . . ,n} \d(j) O˜d(j) O˜
†
d(j)
Figure 5. Graphical representation of the jth factor after applying step (3). For simplicity
we assumed that d(j) consists of first |d(j)| qubits.
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d(j)
O
†
u Od(j)
Uj
O
†
d(j)
Op Ou
{1, . . . ,n} \d(j)
Figure 6. Graphical representation of the jth factor after applying step (4). For simplicity
we assumed that d(j) consists of first |d(j)| qubits.
d(j)
Od(j)
Uj
O
†
d(j)
Op
{1, . . . ,n} \d(j)
Figure 7. Graphical representation of the jth factor after applying step (5). For simplicity
we assumed that d(j) consists of first |d(j)| qubits. Notice that this picture is only valid
for 1 < j < ℓ as the first factor will retainO†u, while the last one will retainOu.
More concisely we put:
V˜ := O†u ◦
ℓ∏
j=1
(
Od(j) ◦Uj ◦O†d(j) ◦Op
)
◦Ou.
As discussed above V(ℓ, d,U,O) and V˜ are equal as unitary operators. The desired gate count follows
directly from the definition. 
Corollary 32. Let (Ou, Op) be an uncomputable decomposition of O and let Du, and Dp, be the total
number of gates used inOu, andOp, respectively. LetDj be the average number of gates withinOu that
depend on a single qubit from the d(j), j = 1, . . . , ℓ. For a given generic oracle circuit V(ℓ, d,U,O) one
can implement an equivalent circuit V˜ that uses no more than the following average number of gates per
oracle query:
Dp + 2
Du +
∑ℓ
j=1 |d(j)|Dd(j)
ℓ
.
Proof. This follows directly from Theorem 31 and the fact that the number of gates that depend on any of
the qubits from a given set is no greater that the sum of the numbers of gates that depend on individual
qubits from this set. 
Corollary 33. Let (Ou, Op) be an uncomputable decomposition of O and let Du, and Dp, be the total
number of gates used in Ou, and Op, respectively. LetD be the average number of gates within Ou that
depend on a single qubit.
For a given generic oracle circuit V(ℓ, d,U,O) one can implement an equivalent circuit V˜ that uses no
more than the following average number of gates per oracle query:
Dp +
2Du
ℓ
+ 2D
∑ℓ
j=1 |d(j)|
ℓ
.
In particular, one can implement a circuit equivalent toWm that uses an average of no more than the
following number of gates per oracle query:
Dp +
4Du
3m − 1
+ 4D
∑m
j=1 kj3
m−j
3m − 1
.
Using the notation of Theorem 3, this asymptotic average number of gates is O(Dp + log(1/ε)D).
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Proof. LetDi be the number of gates withinOu that depend on the ith qubit, i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Without loss
of generality, we may assume that (Di)
n
i=1 is non–decreasing. Similarly, without loss of generality, we
may assume that theweights (|{j ∈ {1, . . . , ℓ} : i ∈ d(j)}|/ℓ)ni=1 of subsequent qubits form a non–increasing
sequence. Such a weighted average ofDis will not be greater than their arithmetic mean. This completes
the first part of the proof.
For the asymptotic result, recall from the proof of Theorem 3 thatm = Θ(
√
n/ log(1/ε) andwe invoke
the Wm circuit O(2
n/2/3m) times with parameters kj 6 3⌈log2(1/ε)⌉j, j ∈ {1, . . . ,m}. Additionally,
observe that
m∑
j=1
j3m−j =
m∑
j=1
3m−j+1 − 1
2
=
3
4
(3m − 1) −
m
2
= O(3m − 1).
As each amplitude amplification step requires additionalO(n+Dp+Du)gates, we get that the asymptotic
average number of gates is
Dp + O(Du/3
m) + log(1/ε)O(D) + O((n +Dp +Du)/3
m) = O(Dp + log(1/ε)D).

Corollary 34. Let K ∈ N and consider all unique K–sat instances, each with n variables and c clauses. For
each such an instance there exists a circuit equivalent to Wm that uses an average of no more than the
following number of gates per query:
1+
12Kc + 8c− 4
3m − 1
+
4Kc(4+ ⌈log2 K⌉+ ⌈log2 c⌉)
n
·
∑m
j=1 kj3
m−j
3m − 1
.
Using the notation of Theorem 3, the asymptotic average per–oracle–querynumber of gates of a quantum
circuit solving unique K–sat with certainty is O(log(1/ε)c log(c)/n).
Proof. A straightforward implementation of the phase oracleO consists ofDu 6 3Kc+2c−1 gates (each
being an X, a CX, or a CCX) in the uncomputable part and one Z gate (Dp = 1) in the phase part.
More precisely, we introduce the following ancilla qubits and the gates to compute them:
(1) c qubit groups of K qubits corresponding to negation of all clause literals, each computed by one
CX and at most one X,
(2) c qubit groups of K− 1 qubits corresponding to conjunctions of qubits from (1), each computed
by one CCX. They are arranged into a binary tree, so that only ⌈log2 K⌉ gates depend on every
qubit of (1).
(3) c qubits corresponding to all clauses, each computed by one CX and one X from a top–level qubit
of (2).
(4) c−1 qubits corresponding to conjunctions of qubits from (3), each computed by one CCX. Again,
they are arranged into a binary tree, so that only ⌈log2 c⌉ gates depend on every qubit from (3).
For a variable v appearing in cv clauses, the number of gates depending on v is at most cv(2 +
⌈log2 K⌉+ 2+ ⌈log2 c⌉), so we get the averageD 6 Kc(4+ ⌈log2 K⌉+ ⌈log2 c⌉)/n. By Corollary 33 we get
both claims. 
Corollary 4. Consider the the Unique k-SAT problem with n variables and m clauses. There exists a
quantum circuit that usesO(m log(m)2n/2/n) total (oracle and non–oracle) gates and solves the problem
with certainty.
Proof. This follows directly from Theorem 3 and Corollary 34. 
6. Multipoint Oracle
We now proceed to the unstructured search problem with multiple marked elements. As in previous
sections we assume that number of qubits in the input of the oracle is n. Let S be the set of elements
marked by oracleO and let K = |S| > 0. For convenience we mostly refer to the number k = 1+ ⌈log2 K⌉.
We begin our investigationwith the assumption that k is known in advance and later proceed to consider
the harder case of unknown k.
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6.1. KnownNumber ofMarked Elements. In this sectionwe assume that value k is known. It is weaker
assumption than knowing K but it is sufficient for our purposes.
We use algorithm from theorem Theorem 3 as a subroutine in algorithms in this section. By
SinglePoint(O,n) we denote the algorithm from Theorem 3 that solves unstructured search prob-
lem for oracleOwhich marks exactly one element and acts on n qubits. We want to reduce the problem
of unstructured searchwith possiblymany elementsmarked to the unstructured searchwith onemarked
element. To do this we construct a family of hash functions that allows us to effectively parametrize a
subset of {0, 1}n which with high probability contains only one element from S. This technique is nearly
identical to reduction from SAT to UniqueSAT presented in [VV85]. Next, we improve some aspects of
this reduction, so that methods of partial uncompute may be used to reduce the number of additional
non-oracle basic gates.
Let us recall that familyU of hash functions from X to Y, both being finite is called pairwise independent
if for every x ∈ X and every y ∈ Y we have:
Ph∈RU(h(x) = y) =
1
|Y|
and for every x1, x2 ∈ X, x1 6= x2 and every y1, y2 ∈ Y we have:
Ph∈RU(h(x1) = y1 ∧ h(x2) = y2) =
1
|Y|2
.
We use the following formulation of results from [VV85] that can be found in [AB09, p9.10 (180)].
Lemma 35 (Valiant-Vazirani). For any family of pairwise independent hash functions H from {0, 1}n to {0, 1}k
and S ⊂ {0, 1}n such that 2k−2 6 |S| 6 2k−1 we have that
Ph∈RH(|{x ∈ S : h(x) = 0}| = 1) >
1
8
A function h : {0, 1}m → {0, 1}l is called affine if we may represent it as h(x) = Ax + b for some
A ∈ {0, 1}l×m and b ∈ {0, 1}l. All arithmetical operations are performed modulo 2.
The kernel of the affine function h : {0, 1}m → {0, 1}l of the form h(x) = Ax + b is defined as
kerh = h−1(0). Whenever the kernel of the affine function h is not an empty set, we define the
dimension of this kernel as dimkerh = dimkerA. Where kerA is the null space of the matrix A.
Whenever function h is clear from the context we use d = dimkerh for brevity. Our choice of the
family of hash functions is as follows.
Definition 36. Define a family of hash functions Hn,k as the set of all affine maps from {0, 1}
n to {0, 1}k:
Hn,k = {hA,b : A ∈ {0, 1}k×n, b ∈ {0, 1}k, hA,b(x) = Ax+ b}.
The first mention of this family is in [CW79], more detailed considerations can be found in [MNT93].
The following standard result will be of use to us.
Observation 37 (Folklore). The family Hn,k is pairwise independent.
Wewould like to run algorithm SinglePoint on the set kerh. To do so we parametrize kerh by some
injection g : {0, 1}dimkerh → kerh and build a quantum oracle Og defined as follows.
Definition 38. Given a quantum oracle O : (C2)⊗n → (C2)⊗n, and any function g : {0, 1}d → {0, 1}n we
define g-restricted oracleOg as:
Og = D
−1
g (Idd ⊗O)Dg,
where Dg is a unitary operator on (C
2)⊗(d+n) whose action on states |i〉|0 . . . 0〉 for i ∈ {0, 1}d is defined
as
Dg|i〉|0 . . . 0〉 = |i〉|g(i)〉.
Observation 39. If oracle O admits uncomputable decomposition (Ou, Op) then for any function g : {0, 1}
d →
{0, 1}n g-restricted oracle Og admits an uncomputable decomposition ((Idd ⊗Ou)Dg, Idd ⊗Op)
Proof. It follows directly from definition
Og = D
−1
g (Idd ⊗O)Dg = D−1g (Idd ⊗O−1u )(Idd ⊗Op)(Idd ⊗Ou)Dg
= ((Idd ⊗Ou)Dg)−1(Idd ⊗Op)((Idd ⊗Ou)Dg).

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Lemma 40. For an affine injective function g : {0, 1}d → kerh of the form g(x) = Cx + p, where C = (cij)
we can construct Dg using basic quantum gates so that the number of gates that depend on i-th qubit of the first
register is exactly equal to |{j : cij = 1}|.
Proof. It is easy to see that Dg can be implemented using gates CX(fi, sj) where on fi is the i-th qubit
of the first register and sj is the j-th qubit of the second register for each i, j such that cij = 1 and using
gates X(sj) for all j such that pj > 0.

Now we are ready to construct gwhich effectively parametrizes kerh.
Lemma 41. Given an affine function h : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}k with kerh 6= ∅ we may construct in polynomial time
the injective function g : {0, 1}d → {0, 1}n of the form g(x) = Cx + p for some C ∈ {0, 1}n×d, p ∈ {0, 1}n and
d = dimkerh such that Img = kerh. In addition to that we may choose C so that each of its columns has at most
n− d + 1 ones.
Proof. We begin by obtaining an arbitrary affine parametrization of kerh. To this end fix some basis of
kerA, arrange it as columns into the matrix C
′
and any solution p to the equation Ax = −b. All of this
can be accomplished in polynomial time using Gaussian elimination [NS18]. Setting f(x) = C
′
x + p
gives us the desired parametrization.
To reduce number of ones in the matrix C
′
, we can change basis of domain of f by an invertible matrix
Q ∈ {0, 1}d×d. As function f is an injection, matrix C′ has d rows which are linearly independent and
they form an invertible submatrix C
′′
. By picking Q = (C
′′
)−1 we assure that for each column of matrix
C
′
Q at most one row among those d picked previously has one which is contained in this column. After
these steps we end up with a function g of the form g(x) = C
′
Qx + p, where each column of C = C
′
Q
has at most n − d+ 1 non-zero entries. 
As we parametrize the kernel of random affine map we want to make sure that dimension of this
kernel is not too big, as the number of oracle queries and the number of non-oracle basic gates used by
SinglePoint depends exponentially on the dimension of the searched space.
Lemma 42. If k < n − 2 then Ph∈RHn,k(dim kerh > n− k+ 2) 6
1
16
.
Proof. We prove the more general inequality Ph∈RHn,k(dim kerh > n− k+ c) 6
1
2c
2 for n > 4, k < n− 2
and any natural c 6 2. Set δ = k − c. If δ < 0 then the conclusion follows trivially. Otherwise the event
dimkerh 6 n − k + x is equivalent to n − δ = n − k + c 6 dimkerh = dimkerA = n − rankA so we
conclude rankA 6 δ, meaning that vector subspace spanned by rows of matrix Amust have dimension
at most δ.
As vectors that span subspace of dimension at most δ are contained in some δ-dimensional subspace
of {0, 1}n we can consider the probability of all k vectors being contained in a particular δ-dimensional
subspace. Then we apply union bound by multiplying this probability by the number of δ-dimensional
subspaces. The probability of choosing all k vectors from a single δ-dimensional space is
(
1
2n−δ
)k
, as δ-
dimensional space contains 2δ elements andwe choose those vectors independently from each other. Let
us recall that a number of δ-dimensional subspaces of n dimensional space over F2 equals
∏δ−1
i=0
2n−2i
2δ−2i
,
this can be found in [GR70].
So using the union bound the probability that k vectors span at most δ-dimensional subspace is
bounded from above by:
PhA,b∈Hn,k(dim kerh > n− δ) 6
(
1
2n−δ
)k (δ−1)∏
i=0
2n − 2i
2δ − 2i
=
(
1
2n−δ
)k−δ(
1
2n−δ
)δ (δ−1)∏
i=0
2n − 2i
2δ − 2i
=
(
1
2n−δ
)k−δ (δ−1)∏
i=0
2δ − 2i−n+δ
2δ − 2i
6
(
1
2n−δ
)k−δ (δ−1)∏
i=0
2δ
2δ − 2i
=
(
1
2n−δ
)k−δ (δ−1)∏
i=0
2δ−i
2δ−i − 1
6
(
1
2n−δ
)k−δ ∞∏
j=1
2j
2j − 1
=
(
1
2n−δ
)k−δ
1∏∞
j=1(1− 2
−j)
6
(
1
2n−δ
)k−δ
1
1− 1
2
− 1
4
= 4
(
1
2n−δ
)k−δ
= 4
(
1
2n−k+c
)c
= 4
(
1
2n−k
)c(
1
2c
)c
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where the last inequality follows fromEuler’s pentagonal numbers theorem [Eul83]. The final expression
is less than 1
2c
2 for c > 2 and n − k > 2. 
Now we may describe the algorithm for solving unstructured search problem with known value
k = 1+ ⌈log2 K⌉where K is the number of marked elements.
Algorithm 1 Probabilistic algorithm for solving unstructured search with known k
1: procedureMultiPoint(O, n, k)
2: if k > n− 2 then
3: x← element from {0, 1}n selected uniformly at random
4: if x is marked then
5: return x
6: end if
7: return null
8: end if
9: h← random affine transformation from Hn,k
10: d← dimkerh
11: if d > n− k + 2 then
12: return null
13: end if
14: Og is build as described in Definition 38 using g from Lemma 41
15: return SinglePoint(Og, d)
16: end procedure
Theorem 6. LetN ∈ N be of the formN = 2n. Assume that we are given a phase oracleO that marks K elements,
and we know the number k given by k = 1+ ⌈log2 K⌉. Then one can find an element marked byOwith probability
at least 1
16
, using at most O
(√
N
K
)
oracle queries and at most O
(
logK
√
N
K
)
non–oracle basic gates.
Proof. To prove that Algorithm 1 finds a marked element with constant probability, let us see that if
k > n − 2, then selecting a random element succeeds with probability at least 1
16
.
Otherwise from Lemma 35 with probability at least 1
8
we have that |K ∩ kerh| = 1. From Lemma 42
with probability at least 15
16
we have that d < n − k + 2. Combining those facts we obtain that with
probability at least 1
16
oracle Og marks exactly one element and the number of qubits of its input does
not exceed n− k+ 1. So Algorithm 1 succeeds with probability at least 1
16
, as from Theorem 3 we know
that SinglePoint solves the unstructured problem with one marked element with certainty.
From Lemma 41 and Lemma 40 we deduce that at most O(k) additional basic gates from circuit
Dg depend on each qubit. So from Corollary 33 we deduce that on average we use O(k) additional
non-oracle basic gates per oracle query. There are O(2
d
2 ) = O(2
n−k
2 ) = O
(√
N
K
)
oracle queries in
SinglePoint procedure so we need O(k2
n−k
2 ) = O
(
logK
√
N
K
)
non-oracle gates to implement it. 
Proposition 43. For any p ∈ (0, 1) by repeating Algorithm 1 O(log 1
1−p
) number of times we assure that we find
a marked element with probability at least p.
Proof. Wemay deduce that from the fact that all runs of this algorithm are independent and each finishes
successfully with constant, non-zero probability. 
Let us for any probability p < 1 define an algorithm MultiPointAmplified(O,n, k, p) which runs
algorithm MultiPoint(O,n, k)minimal number of times to ensure probability of success higher than p.
6.2. Unknown Number of Marked Elements. The technique presented next is similar to one used in
[BBHT98], which finds element marked by an oracleO using on averageO(2
n−k
2 ) calls to oracleO and on
averageO(n2
n−k
2 ) additional basic gates. We improve those result and propose the following algorithm
that finds marked element using O(k2
n−k
2 ) non-oracle gates in expectation and makes O(2
n−k
2 ) queries
to oracle O also in expectation.
Before we analyze Algorithm 2 we note an observation:
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Algorithm 2 Probabilistic algorithm for solving unstructured search problem without an estimate of the
number of marked elements
1: procedureMultiPointUnknown(O, n, p)
2: for i← n + 2 to 2 do
3: for j← n + 2 to i do
4: x← MultiPointAmplified(O,n, j, p)
5: if x is marked then
6: return x
7: end if
8: end for
9: end for
10: end procedure
Observation 44. For natural numbers x andm, and any real number r, such that x 6m and r > 1, we have
x∑
l=0
(m − l)rl/2 = (m − x)
x∑
l=0
rl/2 +
x∑
l=0
(x− l)rl/2 = (m − x)rx/2
x∑
l=0
r(l−x)/2 + rx/2
x∑
l=0
(x − l)r(l−x)/2 6
6 (m− x)rx/2
∞∑
i=0
r−i/2 + rx/2
∞∑
i=0
ir−i/2 = C1(m − x)r
x/2 + C2r
x/2
Where C1, C2 are positive constants which depend only on r.
Observation 45. For natural numbers x andm, and any real number r, such that x 6m and r < 1, we have
x∑
l=0
(m − l)rl/2 6 Cm
where C is a positive constant which depends only on r.
Theorem 46. For p satisfying 2(1 − p)2 < 1 the Algorithm 2 finds marked element with probability at least
1−(1− p)k. Its expected number of oracle queries is O(
√
N
K
) and its expected number of non-oracle basic gates is
O(logK
√
N
K
), where N = 2n is the size of the search space and K is the number of elements marked by the oracle
and k = 1+ ⌈log2 K⌉.
Proof. In the complexity analysis we consider two phases of the Algorithm 2. The first phase is when
i > k. During this phase we never run algorithm MultiPointAmplified(O, n, j,p) with j = k, so let us
assume that this algorithm never finds marked element in this phase.
In the second phase i.e. for i < k in each inner loop we run the procedure MultiPointAmplified(O,
n, j, p) with j = k once, so it during this loop we find marked element with probability at least p. So the
probability that outer loop proceeds to the next iteration is at most 1− p. So overall bound on expected
number of oracle queries of this algorithm is given below, we also note that all constants hidden under
big O notation depend either only on p or are universal:
O
 n+2∑
i=k+1
n+2∑
j=i
2(n−j)/2 +
k∑
i=2
(1− p)k−i
n+2∑
j=i
2(n−j)/2
 =
O
 n∑
i=k
n∑
j=i
2(n−j)/2 +
k∑
i=0
(1 − p)k−i
n∑
j=i
2(n−j)/2
 =
O
(
n∑
i=k
n−i∑
l=0
2l/2 +
k∑
i=0
(1 − p)k−i
n−i∑
l=0
2l/2
)
=
O
(
n∑
i=k
2(n−i)/2 +
k∑
i=0
(1− p)k−i2(n−i)/2
)
=
O
(
n−k∑
s=0
2s/2 + 2(n−k)/2
k∑
s=0
(2(1 − p)2)s/2
)
= O
(
2(n−k)/2
)
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To estimate the second summand we use the fact that 2(1 − p)2 < 1. Using Observation 44 and
Observation 45 we calculate the similar bound for the number of additional non-oracle basic gates, also
take a note that hidden constants below depend only on p or are universal :
O
 n+2∑
i=k+1
n+2∑
j=i
j2(n−j)/2 +
k∑
i=2
(1− p)k−i
n+2∑
j=i
j2(n−j)/2
 =
O
 n∑
i=k
n∑
j=i
j2(n−j)/2 +
k∑
i=0
(1− p)k−i
n∑
j=i
j2(n−j)/2
 =
O
(
n∑
i=k
n−i∑
l=0
(n − l)2l/2 +
k∑
i=0
(1 − p)k−i
n−i∑
l=0
(n − l)2l/2
)
=
O
(
n∑
i=k
i2(n−i)/2 +
k∑
i=0
i(1 − p)k−i2(n−i)/2
)
=
O
(
n−k∑
s=0
(n − s)2s/2 + 2(n−k)/2
k∑
s=0
(k − s)(2(1 − p)2)s/2
)
= O
(
k2(n−k)/2
)
So the complexity of the algorithm does not change even if the number of elements is not a known
beforehand. To calculate the probability of successfully finding the marked element let’s see that algo-
rithm exits before the outer loop reaches the end of its range is when the marked element was found.
From the above considerations we know that this probability is bounded from above by (1− p)k. 
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